Estimating the intrinsic limit of the Feller-Peterson-Dixon composite approach when applied to adiabatic ionization potentials in atoms and small molecules.
Benchmark adiabatic ionization potentials were obtained with the Feller-Peterson-Dixon (FPD) theoretical method for a collection of 48 atoms and small molecules. In previous studies, the FPD method demonstrated an ability to predict atomization energies (heats of formation) and electron affinities well within a 95% confidence level of ±1 kcal/mol. Large 1-particle expansions involving correlation consistent basis sets (up to aug-cc-pV8Z in many cases and aug-cc-pV9Z for some atoms) were chosen for the valence CCSD(T) starting point calculations. Despite their cost, these large basis sets were chosen in order to help minimize the residual basis set truncation error and reduce dependence on approximate basis set limit extrapolation formulas. The complementary n-particle expansion included higher order CCSDT, CCSDTQ, or CCSDTQ5 (coupled cluster theory with iterative triple, quadruple, and quintuple excitations) corrections. For all of the chemical systems examined here, it was also possible to either perform explicit full configuration interaction (CI) calculations or to otherwise estimate the full CI limit. Additionally, corrections associated with core/valence correlation, scalar relativity, anharmonic zero point vibrational energies, non-adiabatic effects, and other minor factors were considered. The root mean square deviation with respect to experiment for the ionization potentials was 0.21 kcal/mol (0.009 eV). The corresponding level of agreement for molecular enthalpies of formation was 0.37 kcal/mol and for electron affinities 0.20 kcal/mol. Similar good agreement with experiment was found in the case of molecular structures and harmonic frequencies. Overall, the combination of energetic, structural, and vibrational data (655 comparisons) reflects the consistent ability of the FPD method to achieve close agreement with experiment for small molecules using the level of theory applied in this study.